
 

Envelope 3981 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3981: Helping Each Other! 

How could an enemy that had escaped return? Could it be that he was tired of living? 

This was impossible! Unless the enemy’s brain was filled with shit! 

Even though Chen Xiaobei had revealed his plan, no one could believe it. 

Even if they had ten thousand brains, they would never be able to think of a reason for the enemy to 

return. 

For a moment, they were not in the mood to count at all. 

Was Chen Xiaobei an idiot? 

Kong Xuan, who was kneeling on the ground, cursed in her heart.’When Luya and Xia Yilian find the 

ancestral Daoist, they’ll crush you, Chen Xiaobei, and set me free. Then, I’ll tear your body into pieces, 

burn your bones, and scatter your ashes!’ 

Everyone at the scene thought that Chen Xiaobei had made a bad move. 

It could even lead to a complete loss with one wrong move. 

However, at this moment, Chen Xiaobei’s expression was calm as he slowly counted down, ” ” ten … 

Nine … Eight … Seven … Six … Five … ” 

“Swish!” 

Before Chen Xiaobei could finish his countdown, the sound of a strong wind could be heard from afar. 

In the blink of an eye, the red gourd returned to the time limit and flew back to them at an extremely 

fast speed. 

” how … How is this possible?! ” 

Other than Chen Xiaobei, everyone else was dumbfounded by what they saw. 

However, as the red gourd rapidly approached, everyone finally saw the situation clearly. They were 

even more shocked and dumbfounded, unable to understand it. 

Xia Yilian stood behind Lu ya and stabbed a long green sword into his back, directly penetrating his sea 

of Qi dantian. 

At this moment, the sword was still stuck in Luya’s body, and blood was flowing out. 

” Xia … Xia … Xia Yilian has betrayed us!!! ” 

” f * ck! ” Kong Xuan let out an incredulous cry. Just a second ago, she was still mocking Chen Xiaobei. 

But now, reality had slapped her in the face. She felt as if her brain had short-circuited. She could not 

think of any other words to describe her current mood. 
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“Xia Yilian … Doesn’t she already know the truth? Why did you betray Hongjun?” Mo Luo Wu Tian was 

dumbfounded. He could not figure it out. 

Bo Xun, Ji Du, and LAN long were all extremely shocked and couldn’t figure out why. 

“Chi …” 

Soon, the red gourd returned to Chen Xiaobei. 

Xia Yilian kicked immortal Luya to the point that he knelt on the ground. 

“Clang” 

Xia Yilian pulled out the long sword. Lu ya’s wound immediately started to bleed. 

This sword was extremely ruthless. It pierced through his sea of Qi and dantian, crippling his cultivation. 

In an instant, it even shattered his Dharmakaya and seriously injured his primordial spirit. 

It was equivalent to completely crippling Luya. 

As a result, immortal Luya vomited blood and knelt on the ground, unable to even stand up. 

The great Daoist Lord Lu ya, the new Saint candidate, had turned into a genuine piece of trash in the 

blink of an eye! From this, it could be seen how ruthless Xia Yilian was and how decisive she was! 

“It seems like you still want to cooperate with me!” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and smiled. 

“Right! I want to cooperate with you! In the heavenly Dao world, only you can help me reach the peak!” 

Xia Yilian composed herself and gave an affirmative answer. 

“We’re just helping each other!” Chen Xiaobei chuckled, agreeing with Xia Yilian. 

In fact, to Chen Xiaobei, Hongjun and the heavenly axiom were enemies! 

For Xia Yilian, Hongjun and the way of heaven were the targets she wanted to surpass! 

So, even though Chen Xiaobei and Xia Yilian had different starting points, their ultimate goal was 

basically the same! 

That was why Xia Yilian had chosen to stand on Chen Xiaobei’s side. 

The reason was simple. 

If Chen Xiaobei died, Tiandao and Hongjun would be invincible. Xia Yilian would never be able to rise 

again and would have to live under someone else’s roof. 

On the contrary, only when Chen Xiaobei continued to fight against Tiandao and Hongjun, weakening 

their strength and diverting their attention, would Xia Yilian be able to find an opportunity to break 

through her limits and reach the peak. 

“Since we’re helping each other, we must be absolutely fair!” 

Xia Yilian said,”you can have Kong Xuan and the five-colored divine light!” Immortal Luya and the 

immortal flying knife are mine!” 



 

“No problem!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down. 

Of course, Xia Yilian was definitely not a fool. 

Although the five-colored divine light was stronger than the immortal Flying Dagger, its power had been 

activated twice, and its spiritual energy had been exhausted. 

And inside the immortal flying knife, there was still spiritual energy to activate its power once. 

Therefore, it was absolutely fair to distribute the spoils like this, and no one would be at a disadvantage. 

“Tell me, what’s your plan next?” Xia Yilian asked. 

” let’s go! ” Chen Xiaobei shrugged. ” let’s unify the demonic world and let this independent world 

continue to live in peace! ” 

“Alright!” 

Xia Yilian agreed decisively. ” later, I will tell Hongjun that the devil World is still in chaos. The Civil War 

will cause the devil race to consume their own energy. There is no need for Hongjun to destroy the devil 

race! ” 

” the fourth immeasurable cultivation tribulation is coming. If there is nothing particularly important, 

Hongjun will not leave the thirtieth level of heaven. Therefore, he will not know about the unification of 

the devil World! ” 

… 

Xia Yilian was smart. She immediately thought of a plan to help Chen Xiaobei achieve his goal. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei could not play dumb when dealing with smart people. 

“Tell me, what do you want in exchange for helping me?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

Obviously, there was no such thing as a free lunch in this world. 

There was no such thing with Xia Yilian! 

If Chen Xiaobei did not give her something in return, Xia Yilian would not have helped him. 

“I’m going to become a saint! Moreover, his life and death will not be controlled by the heavenly Dao!” 

Xia Yilian voiced her thoughts. 

Obviously, she already knew that Saints recognized by the heavenly Dao had to sign an immortal soul 

contract with the heavenly Dao. Their life and death and freedom were controlled by the heavenly Dao. 

And if Xia Yilian wanted to realize her ambitions, she must not be controlled by the heavenly Dao. 

Therefore, she had to become a saint through other means. 

“Primordial violet vapor!” 

… 



 

” I’m not sure! ” Chen Xiaobei said. ” if you can find a wisp of Hong Meng immortal Qi and absorb it, you 

can become a true divine that is not controlled by the heavenly Dao! ” 

“Where can I find the primordial violet vapor?” Xia Yilian continued to ask. 

“I guess both Hongjun and the origin have the Hong Meng immortal Qi! If not, you’ll have to find the 

Holy realm of fortune!” 

” of course not! ” Chen Xiaobei said, ” not even the heavenly Dao can find the Holy Land of fortune! It’s 

harder than finding a needle in a haystack! Therefore, I suggest you start with Hongjun and Yuan Shi!” 

“Chen Xiaobei! You really are a profiteer!” 

Xia Yilian said coldly,”you’re trying to incite a fight between me and Hongjun origin so that you can reap 

the benefits!.” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and smiled.  “There are only two ways to get the primordial violet vapor! To the 

left or to the right, it’s up to you to choose, I’m not forcing you!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3982: Descending Onto The Battlefield! 

It had to be said that Chen Xiaobei was still better than Xia Yilian. 

It was obvious that he was letting Xia Yilian fight with the primordial clam while Chen Xiaobei reaped the 

benefits. 

However, Xia Yilian could not refuse. 

This was the benefit of seeing through people’s hearts! 

Chen Xiaobei had seen through Xia Yilian’s ambition! In order to realize her ambition, this woman was 

willing to sacrifice anything and do anything! 

Therefore, as long as she didn’t want to be controlled by the heavenly Dao, she had to find the 

primordial violet vapor. 

Since it was extremely difficult to find the Holy Land of fortune, she could only target Hongjun and the 

origin. 

Chen Xiaobei had dug a hole for Xia Yilian, and she had no choice but to jump into it. 

” by the way, tomorrow, the decisive battle to unify the devil World will break out. Do you know about 

this? ” Chen Xiaobei paused and asked. 

“I know.” 

Xia Yilian composed herself and said,”however, you can rest assured that we did not report this to 

Hongjun!” What Kong Xuan meant was that we can stop the unification of the demonic world by 

disrupting the final battle. There’s no need to disturb Hongjun.” 

“Very good. Do you know what to do?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 
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Xia Yilian nodded and said,”I’ll just pretend that nothing happened. I won’t interfere!” If Hongjun asks, I 

will tell him that the devil World is still in a serious Civil War!” 

“Good! Then it’s settled!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

After that, both parties left. 

Xia Yilian took away Luya and the immortal flying knife. 

Chen Xiaobei asked Kong Xuan to transform into a five-colored peacock and carry everyone away. 

The final battle began the next morning. 

The two sides were facing each other on a huge plain. 

Luo Yi’s side had fewer people, but it could be seen that the Army was extremely well-equipped. 

Furthermore, after Luo Yi’s special training, they could form higher level battle formations, and their 

power was more terrifying! 

This was the advantage that Luo Yi had as the first-generation fiend ancestor! 

Those excellent equipment were found by Rahu in various ancient demon Ruins! Powerful arrays were 

also information in Rahu’s memories! 

More importantly, Luo Yi had also imparted some ancient secret cultivation techniques to the ancestral 

fiend generals on his side, helping them to greatly increase their cultivation! 

A powerful general could lead a powerful Army! 

This would once again greatly increase the combat power of their own army! 

On the other side were the Allied forces of other forces. 

Because if they were separated, none of them would be Luo Yi’s opponent. Therefore, they had to form 

an alliance to kill Luo Yi first, and then they would continue to fight for the control of the devil World! 

The Alliance Army had more people, but in terms of equipment, formations, and generals, they were far 

inferior to Luo Yi’s Army. 

Therefore, in this battle, on paper, the difference in strength between the two sides was not big. 

The chances of winning were almost fifty-fifty. 

However, luohou himself had a very special primordial spirit ability and his cultivation had already 

reached the peak of the sage-to-be realm. As long as luohou personally joined the battlefield, the odds 

of victory for their side would be greatly increased! 

That was why when Chen Xiaobei contacted Luo Yi earlier, he was very confident about this battle. 

Chen Xiaobei also believed that Luo Yi would win. 

However, regardless of whether they won or lost, this war would definitely cause countless casualties 

among the demons. In fact, according to the ancestor demon’s tradition, the losing side would be 

completely massacred! 



 

Even if they surrendered, they would still be killed. 

In this way, the final number of deaths would reach an astronomical figure, which would even affect the 

vitality of the entire demon race. It would probably be difficult to recover in the next hundreds of 

millions of years. 

And this result was not approved by the will of the demonic path! 

The will of the devil Dao wanted to protect the devil World and its people! 

Therefore, it was best not to fight this battle! 

However, the two sides had already lined up and were ready to fight. They were only waiting for the 

commander to wave his hand and they would start fighting. How could they stop fighting just because 

they said so? 

“Chi …” 

However, at this critical moment, a huge five-colored peacock suddenly flew in the sky. 

The five-colored divine light scattered and dazzled. It was dazzling, dazzling, and gorgeous. It 

immediately eased the oppressive and murderous atmosphere in the entire space. 

Naturally, everyone on the battlefield turned to look at the five-colored peacock. 

“Look! There was someone on the back of the rainbow peacock! It was the celestial clan! How did they 

enter the Devil realm?” 

“The Celestials are our mortal enemies! If they enter the demon Realm, doesn’t that mean that the 

Celestials are about to start a war with us?” 

“The heavenly Dao can’t tolerate the devil ancestor! He will definitely use his greatest strength to 

annihilate us! It’s over … It’s all over …” 

In an instant, almost all the demons wailed in despair. 

It was obvious that the heavenly Dao and the demonic Dao were like fire and water. Once the heavenly 

Dao discovered the location of the demonic realm, it would definitely spare no effort in exterminating 

the demonic race. 

The members of the demon race knew very well that the heavenly way was the most powerful Supreme 

existence in the great thousand world. Even if the demon race tried their best, they would definitely not 

be able to compete with the heavenly way. 

Once a war broke out, the demonic world would be annihilated. 

That was why all the demons at the scene were in despair. 

Even everyone on both sides of the war felt that they were too stupid! 

The greatest enemy was clearly the heavenly Dao, but the two sides were actually having a civil war! 

They were fighting their own! 



 

… 

He was really stupid! 

“Bro bei! It was bro bei! He’s not our enemy!” 

As the peacock landed, Rahu saw the young man standing on its head. It was Chen Xiaobei! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei did not say anything. He waved his hand and summoned the demonic mark. 

In an instant, the demonic imprint was like the sun, emitting an endless stream of demonic will that 

covered the entire area. 

All the demons at the scene immediately felt the real demonic will. Their bodies and minds trembled, 

and they couldn’t help but feel a sense of awe, just like how their descendants revered their ancestors. 

There was no reason for it, it was completely instinctive! 

“Woof!” 

In the next moment, the true body of the Black Lotus of destructions flew out of the demonic Dao seal 

and expanded in the air, turning into a 100-feet-tall twelfth-grade Black Lotus! 

In an instant, the demonic will, demonic aura, and the core source of the demonic path all burst out, 

countless times more intense than before! It deeply shocked the hearts of everyone present! 

“This is the original body of the Black Lotus of world destruction! Bro bei had obtained the demonic 

Dao’s recognition! He’s the new fiend ancestor now!” 

… 

Rahu shouted excitedly when he saw this. 

Then, Rahu knelt on one knee like a devout believer and shouted, ” “The Black Lotus of destructions has 

a new master! Our Devil World has a new ancestor! The demonic path will rise, and the demon race will 

be revived!” 

As soon as he said this, Luo Yi’s people put down their weapons, jumped off their mounts, knelt on the 

ground, and shouted. 

“Greetings, ancestor devil … Greetings, ancestor devil …” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3983: No Blood Shed! 

It was obvious that the demon race was still very devout in their belief in the demon Dao. 

Chen Xiaobei’s demonic seal and black Lotus of destructions were solid proof of his identity as the 

ancestral demon. 

Because of this, when Luo Yi knelt, the huge Army on this side also knelt. 
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This meant that all the people in the territory controlled by Rahu would acknowledge Chen Xiaobei as 

the ancestral demon. 

In other words, all Chen Xiaobei did was show his face and he had conquered half of the demonic world. 

He was simply too domineering! 

Then … 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed as he looked at the enemy camp. 

In truth, the enemy’s generals and soldiers were also devout believers of the demonic Dao. However, 

the true commander of the enemy did not want to admit defeat so easily. 

So, the enemy camp was in a stalemate. None of them knelt down to worship Chen Xiaobei. 

It meant that they still did not acknowledge Chen Xiaobei as the new demonic ancestor! 

“I’m Chen Xiaobei! The devil path has acknowledged me! I am the new fiend ancestor!” 

” yes! ” Chen Xiaobei said, ” by the will of the demonic path, my ultimate goal is to protect the demonic 

world and the demonic race. I want everyone to live a peaceful life so that the demonic race can 

continue to live for generations! ” 

“That’s why I’m not willing to start a massacre!” 

Chen Xiaobei scanned the enemy camp and said, ” “According to the rules, anyone who isn’t convinced 

can come up and challenge me! As long as you kill me, you’ll be the new fiend ancestor! Of course, if you 

are killed by me, don’t regret it!” 

The entire place was silent. No one dared to challenge Chen Xiaobei. 

After all, the strongest person in the entire demon race was only at the peak of the sage-to-be realm. 

Kong Xuan, the weakest of them all, was also a half-step true divine, and she was being stepped on by 

Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei’s strength was not to be underestimated. 

The gun hits the bird that takes the lead, killing the chicken for the monkey to see! 

At this moment, no one wanted to be a stupid bird or a stupid monkey. They did not want to become 

Chen Xiaobei’s tool to kill and establish his power. 

Of course, this also proved that everyone in the enemy camp had acknowledged Chen Xiaobei’s 

strength. Although they did not say it, they were convinced. 

Their strength was right in front of their eyes, and they had no choice but to acknowledge it! 

“Since you don’t want to challenge me, I’ll say a few words as the demon ancestor!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “As everyone knows, the greatest enemy of our demon race is the heavenly Dao! 

The heavenly Dao loves our internal strife the most!” 



 

“The heavenly Dao can’t wait for us to kill each other and consume our own power! In this way, we will 

never be able to fight against the heavenly Dao! You’ll always be a salted fish that can’t turn over!” 

“We’re the demons who defy the heavens and the Dao! We have blood, we have the will to fight, we 

have the backbone! I believe that no one here is willing to be trampled under the feet of the heavenly 

Dao forever!” 

“Everyone, don’t forget! The heavenly Dao regarded the demon race as its mortal enemy and must be 

eliminated as soon as possible! We don’t have the power to go against the heavenly Dao, so the day the 

heavenly Dao discovers the location of the demon world will be the end of the demon race!” 

As soon as he said that, all the demons at the scene changed their expressions. 

Without a doubt, no matter what their stance was, no one could deny Chen Xiaobei’s words! 

The heavenly Dao was The Fiend race’s greatest enemy! 

A civil war among the demons would only make the demons weaker and weaker, making them forever 

unable to contend against the heavenly Dao. In the end, what awaited them was only extinction! 

The smart ones immediately understood what Chen Xiaobei meant! 

If the demon world was destined to be destroyed, then today’s Civil War would become meaningless! 

To use a war to fight for a world that was destined to be destroyed, this was definitely a stupid idea! 

On the contrary! 

If the demon race acknowledged the new demon ancestor, the war would end immediately and the 

great unification would be completed. This would avoid an unprecedented war and preserve a large 

number of Warriors and elite geniuses for the demon race. 

As time passed, Warriors would become stronger, geniuses would become stronger, and naturally, the 

demons would become stronger as well. 

In the past, before mo Luo Wu Tian unified the devil World, the devil race was also very weak. 

It was precisely after being unified by mo Luo Wutian that all the demons were united. There was no 

internal friction, and they continued to develop and grow. Finally, there was the possibility of defying 

the natural order. 

“Greetings, ancestor devil … Greetings, ancestor devil …” 

There were still many people who understood the situation. In an instant, large groups of people in the 

enemy camp began to kneel on the ground. 

“Greetings, ancestor devil …” 

Some of the slower ones also gradually realized the nature of the problem and knelt down. 

In the end, the enemy commanders saw that they had lost the battle and did not have the courage to 

challenge Chen Xiaobei. They could only kneel down and surrender. 



 

As soon as the Commander-in-Chief knelt down, all the enemies, no matter if they were smart or stupid, 

immediately knelt down and no longer made any unnecessary resistance. 

Just like that, a battle that should have been filled with rivers of blood and mountains of corpses was 

resolved by Chen Xiaobei with just a few words and no blood. 

The demon world had been unified again! 

This was the result that the demonic will wanted to see the most! 

And the biggest merit would naturally go to Chen Xiaobei. 

Of course, ever since Chen Xiaobei became the enemy of the heavenly axiom, he could no longer obtain 

the merit points. 

Therefore, the laws of virtue were different! 

The reward for completing the unification of the demon world was not merit, but something else! 

“Whoosh …” 

… 

The demonic mark trembled and released a mysterious power, which was then added to Chen Xiaobei’s 

body. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei’s celestial core began to fluctuate and its nature was elevated. 

[ding Yingying’s cultivation level: half-step true sage. Lifespan: 61053 trillion years! [physical body: 99 

Heng!] [combat power: 99 Hengs!] [primordial spirit attack: sacred level!] 

Who would have thought that the demonic will’s reward for Chen Xiaobei’s unification of the demonic 

world would be a chance to break through to the next level! 

Chen Xiaobei had never thought of breaking through to half-true divine, but now he had inadvertently 

stepped into this realm. 

His lifespan, physical strength, and combat power all experienced a huge increase. 

It felt so good! 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei was relying more on his magical equipment in his battle now. Combat power 

and physical strength were not that important. 

However, to Chen Xiaobei, lifespan was extremely important! 

With the Pangu’s bloodline, Chen Xiaobei could now use the nine divine ancestor transformations! 

The more lifespan he consumed, the more power he could unleash from the nine ancestral Saints 

transformation! In theory, as long as he had enough lifespan, he could even stand at the peak of the 

ancestral Saint realm! 

… 



 

Of course, this was only in theory. In reality, Chen Xiaobei’s life span was far from enough to use the 

ancestral saint’s power. 

However, with his current lifespan, Chen Xiaobei could reach the pseudo-realm of a peak true divine in a 

short time. He was already very, very powerful. 

“Chi …” 

Immediately after, the demonic mark trembled again. 
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Chapter 3984: Sword Ancestor Lü Dongbin! 

The second vibration of the demonic mark gave Chen Xiaobei a second surprise. 

Chen Xiaobei already had the Red Lotus of Hellfire, the Golden Lotus of merit, and the Black Lotus of 

destructions. 

However, before that, Chen Xiaobei could not control the power of the three divine lotuses. Only when 

Chen Xiaobei was in danger would the three marks activate their special abilities to protect him! 

Furthermore, the passive protection ability could only be used once a day. 

Now, the demonic will had completely acknowledged Chen Xiaobei. The Black Lotus of destructions had 

truly acknowledged Chen Xiaobei as its master. 

From now on, with sufficient energy, Chen Xiaobei could activate the Black Lotus of destructions ‘special 

ability as if he was activating a magical treasure. 

The twelfth-grade Black Lotus of destruction was a peak true Saint and its power was comparable to a 

peak upper-middle level Saint weapon. 

As long as he had enough energy, Chen Xiaobei could activate the grade 12 black Lotus of destruction. 

This meant that he now had a top-tier Saint item, which would be a great help to Chen Xiaobei. 

Of course, the prerequisite was that he had sufficient energy! 

The energy consumed by the Black Lotus of destructions was rather special. It could burn spirit Qi, life 

force, Saint Qi, and even primordial violet Qi! 

Obviously, the increase in the types of energy gave Chen Xiaobei more choices and more opportunities 

to activate the Black Lotus of destructions. 

However, in the end, activating a pinnacle Saint weapon would definitely consume a huge amount of 

energy. 

Even if there were more types of energy, it was still extremely difficult to gather them all. 

After all, activating its power once would consume the spiritual Qi of a peak true divine spiritual vein. 

Not just Chen Xiaobei, even Tiandao and Hongjun would find it difficult to take out so much spiritual Qi. 

Therefore, accumulating energy was one of Chen Xiaobei’s biggest goals in the future. 
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Otherwise, even the cleverest housewife can not cook a meal without rice. No matter how strong the 

trump card was, it would only be a decoration. 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei asked Ji Du and Bo Xun to stay behind so that they could manage the demonic world 

together. 

Ji Du was once a figure as famous as Luo Yi, his prestige was high! Boxun was a figure who was as 

famous as mo Luo Wu Tian. In the devil World, he was also a giant! 

With their reputation and prestige, they could basically convince the common people of the mo. 

As for the powerful figures of the demon race, they were at most in the sage-to-be realm. They couldn’t 

fight Ji Du, who was invincible under the true Saint realm. Besides, Bo Xun had already broken through 

to the one-star true Saint realm. He was more than enough to suppress the ambitions of these powerful 

figures. 

Chen Xiaobei also handed over mo Luo Wu Tian to Bo Xun and Ji Du. 

After all, mo Luo Wu Tian was the previous devil ancestor. He had a better understanding of the current 

situation in the devil World, and could also play a certain supporting role to Bo Xun and Ji Du! 

In this way, the demon world would be far away from war in the future and enter an unprecedented 

stage of development in peace and tranquility. It was even possible to create a peaceful and prosperous 

world. 

Chen Xiaobei could finally relax after everything was in place. 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei left the demonic world with Blue Dragon and Rahu. Kong Xuan, as Chen Xiaobei’s Mount, 

followed him. 

Naturally, Kong Xuan’s five-colored divine light had been taken away by Chen Xiaobei. 

This peak seven-star Saint weapon was said to be invincible among those of the same level, and it was 

even slightly better than the Golden Dragon scissors. 

Unfortunately, the spiritual Qi had been exhausted, and it was a big problem to activate it again. He 

didn’t know how long it would take to accumulate spiritual Qi before he could use the five-colored 

divine light again. 

He returned to the creation Wood World. 

When Fu Tian Xin ‘er opened the portal to heaven, Chen Xiaobei took out his communication jade 

talisman and contacted the sword Grandmaster, Lu Dongbin! 

Right now, Chen Xiaobei had already collected the bodies of the Shiju warlocks. He only had two more 

to go before he could complete his cultivation! 



 

Grand Wizard Tian Wu and his corpse were with the Grand Supreme elderly Lord, and he had yet to 

figure out how to obtain them! 

As for Grand Wizard Qiang Liang and his corpse, they were both with Lu Dongbin. 

Now, Chen Xiaobei was going to take Qiang Liang’s body from Lu Dongbin. 

Chen Xiaobei,”is patriarch Lu here?” I have something to discuss with you! 

Lu Dongbin-Chen Xiaobei! How dare you contact me? Wasn’t he afraid of exposing his whereabouts and 

dying without a proper burial? (Surprised) 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’don’t worry, patriarch Lu. I have my own way of protecting myself!’ 

Lu Dongbin,”say it!” What do you want to talk about? I’ll say the ugly words first! The Dao ancestor has 

issued a must-kill order, and all forces in the universe must be killed by you! As a disciple of the tribe of 

humanity, I’m bound to be your enemy! 

Clearly, l dongbin was still extremely loyal to the tribe of humanity. 

Taishang Laojun was the first direct disciple of Hongjun. As long as Taishang Laojun did not betray 

Hongjun, l dongbin would not betray him either. 

Therefore, Lu Dongbin’s hostility was to tell Chen Xiaobei not to play any tricks. Lu Dongbin would not 

be fooled, and he would not cooperate with Chen Xiaobei to do anything that would harm the tribe of 

humanity! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I’ve heard that patriarch Lu fought nine demonic pre-Saints alone for a demonic sword. I 

wonder if that’s true? ” 

Lu Dongbin,”you came to me just to verify this?” Everyone in the world knows about this, so you don’t 

have to ask me! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” Oh! If that’s true, that means that patriarch Lu really loves the demonic sword. He even 

risked his life for it! ” 

Lu Dongbin,”that’s right!” That Asura nether prison sword is still fresh in my memory, and I’ve been 

thinking about it day and night! It’s a pity that I don’t know where the demonic realm is. Otherwise, I 

would definitely kill my way there, kill the demon, and take the sword! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” what if I say that I have the Shura dark prison sword? what does patriarch Lu plan to do? 

” 

Lu Dongbin,”what?!” You got the Asura nether prison sword? This was impossible! Absolutely 

impossible! 

Chen Xiaobei: 

Lu Dongbin: ” even the heavenly Dao can’t calculate the location of the demonic realm. How can you get 

there? ” 



 

“Heh, you don’t need to know how I got to the demonic realm!” I naturally have evidence to make you 

believe that the Asura dark prison sword is in my hands. 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took a few pictures of the Asura dark prison sword and sent them to l dongbin. 

Lu Dongbin,”my God!” This … This was the real Asura nether prison sword! You … You actually managed 

to get it! 

… 

“Hehe, since patriarch Lu believes me, can we talk about the next deal?” 

Lu Dongbin,”business?” You … You mean, you want to use this Asura nether prison sword to make a deal 

with me? 

Chen Xiaobei: I’ve spent so much effort to get this bargaining chip. Naturally, I have to exchange it for 

something from ancestor Lu. Otherwise, wouldn’t it be a waste of effort? 

Lu Dongbin,”say it!” What do you want? As long as you don’t harm the interests of the tribe of 

humanity, I’ll definitely agree to it! 

Chen Xiaobei thought, I want the Grand Wizard qiangliang and his body! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3985: Infuriated Heavenly Lord Yuanshi! 

Lu Dongbin,”what?!” What nonsense are you talking about? How could I give Qiang Liang and his body 

to you? Once this matter gets out, Dao ancestor will definitely blame us! I will never agree to this! 

Chen Xiaobei! You’re thinking too much! “First of all, I can guarantee with my character that this matter 

will never be spread from me! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” secondly, even if the news gets out, it won’t affect the tribe of humanity at all! ” 

Lu Dongbin,”are you trying to fool a fool?” Now, the heavenly axiom has already regarded you as its 

number one enemy! Whoever dares to work with you will be regarded as an accomplice and be 

sentenced to the capital punishment of clan extermination! 

Chen Xiaobei, I’m not lying to you! First of all, the corpses of the twelve ancestors of sorcery had to be 

gathered together. They could not be used without any of them! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” so, you gave me Qiang Liang and his body. To be honest, you didn’t give me any real 

help. I can’t do anything with it! ” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” secondly, there are fewer and fewer heavenly path Saints under the command of the 

heavenly path. Before a new Saint appears, Hongjun will not punish Taishang Laojun for such a small 

matter! ” 

Lu Dongbin,”who told you that there are fewer and fewer heavenly path sages?” As far as I know, the 

Dao ancestor has already selected three new Saint candidates and sent them out to carry out missions. 

Once they make some contributions, they will be given the opportunity to become Saints! 
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Lu Dongbin,”the three of them have become sages. They can fill the gaps left by Nuwa, Tongtian, and 

demonic Luo Wutian!” 

Chen Xiaobei,”heh, three of them became Saints?” I’m afraid none of them will succeed! 

Lu Dongbin,”you think it won’t work just because you say so?” Do you think you are the heavenly Dao? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” the three people you mentioned are immortal Luya, Kong Xuan, and Xia Yilian, right? ” 

Lu Dongbin,”this … This … How do you know this!?” (Shocked) 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’I’ve already met the three of them! Kong Xuan was subdued by me and became 

my Mount! I’ve destroyed Luya’s cultivation! 

Chen Xiaobei thought to himself,’even though Xia Yilian is extremely cunning and escaped with Luya at 

the critical moment! However, she would never be able to complete the task given by Hongjun! 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei’s words were half-true and half-false. Not only could he convince Lu Dongbin, 

but he could also indirectly clear Xia Yilian’s name. It was a very smart move! 

Lu Dongbin,”why should I believe you!?” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” heh! I can show you the five-colored holy light! ” 

Chen Xiaobei then sent the picture of the five-colored holy light over. 

There was only one such Supreme treasure in the world, and it was absolutely impossible to fake. It 

could be said that there was an irrefutable evidence, and Lu Dongbin had no choice but to believe it. 

Lu Dongbin,”Oh my God … You … You actually destroyed three more candidates for the new Sage!!!” Are 

you a demon? (Extremely shocked) 

Chen Xiaobei: ” the heavenly axiom sees me as its enemy. I can’t let it do as it wishes! ” (Evil laugh) 

Chen Xiaobei: ” can we proceed with our business now? ” You gave me Qiang Liang and his body, but it’s 

of no direct help to me! At the same time, the position of the sage was empty, and it was impossible for 

the way of heaven and Hongjun to punish the Taishang Laojun! 

Lu Dongbin: This matter was still not safe! 

Chen Xiaobei: 

Lu Dongbin,”you don’t know!” Although the heavenly path Saints looked like they were of the same 

breath, in reality, they all had their own ulterior motives and kept scheming! 

L dongbin: ” especially the Daoist priest of guiding the way. He’s been plotting a big killing scheme, 

trying in vain to replace my master and become a Sage whose status is only second to the heavenly Lord 

Yuanshi! ” 

Lu Dongbin: ” therefore, any small mistake will become a huge handle that Daoist jieyin will hold onto. 

My master will definitely suppress him, which is even more unfavorable to the tribe of humanity! ” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” Oh, I see. I thought it was a big deal! ” 



 

Lu Dongbin,”isn’t this a big deal?” The person who welcomed them was extremely ambitious. If he 

caught hold of something that could be used against them, even if they didn’t die, they would be 

skinned alive! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” if I help you destroy jieyin, will you do business with me? ” 

Lu Dongbin,”cripple … Cripple jieyin?” Are you crazy? How could he say such silly words? I don’t believe 

you! 

Chen Xiaobei: Just answer me, if I cripple jieyin, will you be willing to do business with me? 

Lu Dongbin: If you can really cripple jieyin, not only will I make this deal with you, but I’ll also give you an 

important piece of information! 

Chen Xiaobei-a gentleman’s word is like a whip to a fast horse! I believe that the great patriarch Lu will 

not renege on his debt! 

Lu Dongbin,”what?!” You … You’re really going to challenge jieyin? Are you his match? (Unbelievable) 

Chen Xiaobei: ” hehe! There are some things that you don’t have to use force for! ” The brain was a 

good thing. It was much more convenient to use than force! 

Lu Dongbin,”how … How is this possible?!” 

Chen Xiaobei, just you wait and see, I’ll take jieyin down without shedding a drop of blood! 

“I … I don’t believe it …” Lu Dongbin said. 

Lu Dongbin would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei would be able to use his brain to kill jieyin 

Daoist. 

This was simply unbelievable! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei used his communication jade talisman to contact his nemesis. 

The heavenly Lord Yuanshi-Chen Xiaobei! You sinister and cunning little thief! I want to tear you into 

pieces every day! Bones crushed and ashes scattered! (Furious) 

Chen Xiaobei-calm down! I’m here to do business with you today! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi asked,”what business?” I only want to buy your life! Are you selling it? 

(Overbearing) 

Chen Xiaobei-I’m afraid you can’t afford my life! Let’s talk about other chips! I think you’ll be interested! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi agreed. I’d like to see what kind of teeth you can spit out from your dog’s mouth! 

It was obvious that the heavenly Lord Yuanshi was not interested in Chen Xiaobei’s business. However, 

he had been trying to find Chen Xiaobei for a long time, but to no avail. Today, Chen Xiaobei had actually 

contacted him. He had to find a way to delay Chen Xiaobei so that he could figure out Chen Xiaobei’s 

location. 



 

So, even though he was not interested in the business, he was still patient and prepared to deal with 

Chen Xiaobei for a while. 

Someone told me the location of South Pole immortal Weng not long ago! I’ll launch a sneak attack and 

capture South Pole immortal Weng, true Lord daoxing, true Lord Dao de, and a few small fish and 

shrimp! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,”it’s you!” Little brat! I advise you to release South Pole immortal Weng as soon 

as possible, otherwise, I will make you regret! 

Chen Xiaobei: What’s the use of threatening me? If you really want to save South Pole immortal Weng, 

then talk to me about the price! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi said,”speak!” What do you want? 

… 

Chen Xiaobei: ” don’t worry! I still have some chips left! ” 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi asked,”what bargaining chip?” 

Chen Xiaobei thought, I’ve also captured Huang Long Zhenren alive! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,”what!” Chen Xiaobei! “This Lord swears to be irreconcilable with you!!!” 

(Thunder rage) 
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At the mention of Huang Long, the heavenly Lord of the origin exploded on the spot. 

This was because the heavenly Lord of the origin had recently hated someone to the core. He had even 

listed this person as Chen Xiaobei’s number one mortal enemy. 

Not long ago, this man captured Huang Long and took away Zhurong’s body. Then, he returned to the 

clan of enlightenment and burned the clan to ashes. 

To the heavenly Lord of the origin, this man had not only taken away something of utmost importance, 

but also humiliated the clan of enlightenment! 

If his sect was burned down, where would he put his old face? 

No! This was no longer a face-smacking! 

Instead, he would step on the faces of the heavenly Lord Yuanshi and the clan of enlightenment! 

Until this moment! 

Only then did honored Lord of the origin realize that the person who had disgraced him and made him 

hate Chen Xiaobei so much was actually Chen Xiaobei! 

Even through the Jade talisman, Chen Xiaobei could imagine the heavenly Lord Yuanshi’s exasperated 

expression! 
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Of course, honored Lord of the origin was the number one Sage below the Dao ancestor after all. His 

state of mind was so strong that it would not collapse so easily. 

Since it had already happened, what the heavenly Lord Yuanshi had to do was to dig out the deeper 

things! 

For example, there was a spy in chanism! 

After all, the location of the South Pole immortal Weng and Zhurong’s corpse were top secrets of the 

clan of enlightenment! 

Except for the three Giants, heavenly Lord of the origin, South Pole immortal Weng, and lamp-burning 

Daoist, even the twelve golden Immortals might not know all of them! 

So, how did Chen Xiaobei know? 

Sneak attack on South Pole immortal Weng! Take away Zhurong’s corpse! They were all completed 

without anyone knowing! 

Without the help of a mole, the heavenly Lord of the origin would not believe anything! 

The primeval Lord of heaven forced himself to calm down and continued to negotiate with Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Only then would they have a chance to find some clues. 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi: ” Chen Xiaobei! How did you do it? ” How did you know the location of South 

Pole immortal Weng and Zhurong’s bodies? 

Chen Xiaobei: ” Hmph! Why should I tell you? ” 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,”didn’t you want to discuss business with me?” Didn’t you want to take out a 

new bargaining chip? Answer my question, and I’ll treat it as your new bargaining chip! 

Chen Xiaobei: What if I told you the truth and you turn back on me? who can I go to? 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi asked,”what do you want first?” 

Chen Xiaobei: ” I’m not asking for much. I just want the grade 12 Green Lotus of reincarnation that is the 

core of the immortal realm! ” I’ll tell you whatever you want to know! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi, you have a big appetite! How important was the grade-twelve Green Lotus of 

reincarnation! How can I give it to you so easily! 

Chen Xiaobei-don’t make it sound so difficult! Others might not know, but I, Chen Xiaobei, know that the 

chaos Green Lotus of creation is the ancestral Saint Pangu’s item. The five divine lotuses that were 

passed down are all sworn enemies with the heavenly Dao! 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’by giving me the green Lotus of reincarnation, you’ve gotten rid of a burden for 

all of you! Moreover, the heavenly Dao can’t calculate my movements! If you and I don’t say anything, 

how will he know whose hands the green Lotus of reincarnation has fallen into?! 



 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,”I’ve underestimated you!” I haven’t seen you for a while, and you already know 

so much! 

Chen Xiaobei,’heh, no need to flatter me! You only need to answer, are you going to do this deal or not? 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi, this … 

Chen Xiaobei,’what’s there to hesitate about? First of all, the power of the reincarnation Green Lotus is 

only equivalent to a peak upper-middle Saint weapon. Even if I get it, I’m not your match! Secondly, I 

can guarantee that the bargaining chip I’m offering is definitely beyond your imagination! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi: I promise you! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi said,”the green Lotus of reincarnation is on the peak of Mount Buzhou!” There 

was originally a “Daluo life and death formation” protecting that place. Now, I can temporarily shut 

down this formation and give you time to retrieve the green Lotus of reincarnation! 

Chen Xiaobei, do you think I’m stupid? If I go over now and you stand guard there, wouldn’t I be walking 

right into a trap? 

[ heavenly Lord Yuanshi, I’m in The Purple Cloud Palace of the 36 levels of the highest heaven. I can’t 

leave without the order of the Dao ancestor! ] If you don’t believe me, I can’t do anything about it! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” if that’s the case, then I can give it a try! ” But why do you trust me so much? Aren’t you 

afraid that I won’t give you the answer you want after I take the green Lotus of reincarnation? 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi thought,”I don’t trust you, but I know you!” If you dare to deceive me, I will 

personally kill you, Shi Tongtian, even if I have to risk being punished by the Dao ancestor! 

The primeval Lord of heaven was not an idiot. He knew that Chen Xiaobei was a man who valued 

relationships. 

Although the way of heaven couldn’t kill sect leader Tongtian now, if he really pushed the primeval Lord 

of heaven, he would take it out on him. 

After all, the position of a Saint was currently empty, and a new Saint could not fill it for a long time. 

No matter how angry the way of heaven was, it couldn’t depose the primeval Lord of heaven for sect 

leader Tongtian. 

That was why the heavenly Lord of the origin had the confidence and carefulness to give the green Lotus 

of reincarnation to Chen Xiaobei first and then take Chen Xiaobei’s chips. 

Chen Xiaobei: ‘I, Chen Xiaobei, may be an unscrupulous merchant, but all I do is earn as much as I can!’ I 

never go back on my word, because that’s not a business deal, but a scam! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi snorted. Don’t put gold on your face! You’re countless times more cunning than 

a Fox! 

Chen Xiaobei: I’ll go to Buzhou Mountain first! You turn off the formation. If I find anything unusual 

there, our deal will be over! The questions in your heart will never be answered! 



 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi, I’ll be waiting for you! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei did not leave immediately. Instead, he used his communication jade talisman to 

contact Cundi. 

Cundi was sure that the heavenly Lord Yuanshi was in the Zixiao Palace, and both his original body and 

primordial spirit were there. 

Moreover, the heavenly Lord Yuanshi did not mention anything about contacting Chen Xiaobei. It 

seemed like he would not set up an ambush for Chen Xiaobei. 

“The old primordial thief must be eager to catch the mole and really want to make this deal with me! 

Hehe, this way, I can kill three birds with one stone. This is simply awesome!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very excited. 

Once this scheme was successful, he would be able to earn a grade-twelve Green Lotus of reincarnation, 

cripple Daoist jieyin, and convince Lu Dongbin to return the Grand Wizard Qiang Liang and his corpse! 

… 

Killing three birds with one stone, how wonderful! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei asked Futian Xin ‘er to open the portal and go to the core of the heavenly 

realm, Mount Buzhou! 

The Buzhou Mountain was huge. 

It stretched for a trillion miles, like the backbone of the entire heaven realm, opening the gap between 

heaven and earth! 

The highest point of the mountain range reached the peak of the 32nd level. 

The 36 heavens of the heaven realm. 

The highest level was Hongjun’s daluotian. 

Below it was the three pure heavens, which was the area controlled by the primordial origin, the Grand 

Supreme, and the heavenly master. 

The peak of Buzhou Mountain was right below the three pure heavens. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 
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The so-called three pure heavens referred to the clear Jade realm of Qingwei heaven where the 

heavenly Lord Yuanshi lived, the clear Jade realm of Yuyu heaven where the heavenly Lord Lingbao lived, 

and the Grand Pure realm of Dachi heaven where the heavenly Lord of Dao de lived. 

Among them, Lord of Lingbao was sect master Tongtian, and Lord of Dao and virtue was Taishang 

Laojun. 
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It was reasonable to say that the Grand Supreme elderly Lord was the eldest senior brother of the three 

and should live on the top floor of the three pure heavens. 

However, on the contrary, Taishang Laojun lived in the lowest level. 

This might have something to do with his personality of not competing or scheming, or maybe he was 

hiding some other secret. 

Chen Xiaobei did not know the exact details. 

Chen Xiaobei only wanted to get the green Lotus of reincarnation and return to the jianmu world as 

soon as possible. 

After all, this operation was too dangerous. If he was not careful, he could be doomed forever. Chen 

Xiaobei did not want to stay for too long. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei and Cundi had agreed that if there was any movement in The Purple Cloud 

Palace, Chen Xiaobei would be the first to know. 

So, as long as the Jade talisman did not ring, Chen Xiaobei would not be in any danger. 

His primordial spirit transformed into the form of purple clouds. 

Not only was the heavenly axiom unable to predict Chen Xiaobei’s movements, it would not be able to 

sense Chen Xiaobei’s presence even if it was in Mount Buzhou. 

Chen Xiaobei was very cautious as he slowly approached the peak of Buzhou Mountain. 

They didn’t encounter any obstacles along the way, and it was very smooth. 

After a while, Chen Xiaobei could even see the green light shining on the peak of the mountain. The Holy 

Light was like the sun, shining in all directions. 

It was the grade 12 Green Lotus of reincarnation that Chen Xiaobei wanted. 

Of course, the closer he got to the green Lotus of reincarnation, the more likely he was to be in danger. 

For safety’s sake, Chen Xiaobei was even prepared to take out the eastern Emperor bell at any time. If 

there was any movement, he would unleash his full power in order to escape! 

However, it seemed that the heavenly Lord Yuanshi was really eager to catch the mole. 

He had actually shut down the magical formation that guarded the green Lotus of reincarnation. 

Chen Xiaobei did not encounter any obstacles along the way, and he arrived at the green Lotus of 

reincarnation. 

“This … Isn’t this too smooth?” 

Chen Xiaobei was more or less surprised. This was probably the smoothest operation he had ever 

carried out. 

Out of caution, Chen Xiaobei carefully observed his surroundings and even took out his Jade 

communication talisman to make sure that Taoist Cundi had not sent any messages to alert the police. 



 

” it seems like I’ve been overthinking. That old primordial thief really wants to do business with me! ” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and released his spirituality. 

“Whoosh …” 

Through spiritual communication, Chen Xiaobei began to communicate with the green Lotus of 

reincarnation on a mental level. 

Based on his previous experience, Chen Xiaobei followed the will of the ancestral Saint Pangu and soon 

resonated with the green Lotus of reincarnation. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei made a wish in his heart. 

” the celestial realm is also a world created by the Holy ancestor Pangu. The people of the celestial 

realm are all descendants of the Holy ancestor Pangu. I, Chen Xiaobei, promise that as long as I live, I will 

protect the celestial realm! We will definitely save all the people from the enslavement of the heavenly 

Dao!” 

The green Lotus of reincarnation was sentient, and it resonated with Chen Xiaobei’s spirit, as if it had 

acknowledged him. 

However, the resonance of the green Lotus of reincarnation this time made Chen Xiaobei feel a strange 

fluctuation. 

The spirituality was intermittent and trembling, as if it was in fear, but also as if it was asking for help. 

“How did this happen?” 

Chen Xiaobei was very confused, but the green Lotus of reincarnation could not speak, so it could not 

tell Chen Xiaobei the real reason. 

“Collect!” 

Chen Xiaobei was about to put the green Lotus of reincarnation into his infinite space ring. 

However, it was very strange! 

The green Lotus of reincarnation had already acknowledged Chen Xiaobei, but it could not put him back 

into the infinite space ring. 

The space ring had two characteristics. One was that it could not store living people, and the other was 

that it could not store items that had an owner! 

The green Lotus of reincarnation was clearly not a living person! 

In that case, there was only the second possibility left. The green Lotus of reincarnation had already 

been controlled by someone! 

“This is bad!” 

Chen Xiaobei was quick-witted and immediately thought of the crux of the problem. He quickly turned 

around and tried to retreat. 



 

But it was too late! 

“Whoosh …” 

In an instant, a terrifying primordial chaos sacred splendor surged out of the green Lotus of 

reincarnation. 

The Hunyuan divine splendor was a strange silver color, and it gave off a dazzling light and a powerful 

pressure. 

Even though Chen Xiaobei’s mental state was extremely strong, he was still intimidated by the Hunyuan 

divine light. His heart beat faster and his breath quickened. His mental state was so shaken that it was 

on the verge of collapse. 

” it’s so scary … What … What is this thing!? ” 

Chen Xiaobei wanted to retreat, but his body seemed to be locked in place. He could not even move. 

“Whoosh …” 

Gradually, the silver primordial chaos holy light condensed into a blurry human figure. 

… 

It was impossible to tell the man’s or woman’s appearance, but he could vaguely tell from the outline 

that it was a young man wearing a crown and a brocade robe. 

” this person’s pressure is stronger than Hongjun’s … It … It can’t be the way of heaven, right? ” 

Chen Xiaobei felt extremely suffocated, even breathing was difficult. It was as if his heart and lungs were 

about to burst from the invisible pressure. 

“Clang” 

The silvery figure did not say anything. It raised its hand and conjured another sharp sword shadow. It 

pointed the sword at Chen Xiaobei, and its killing intent rose. 

“Oh no… I knew things wouldn’t go so smoothly! How dare you plot against me …” 

Chen Xiaobei gritted his teeth and tried to break free. 

However, his body seemed to be sealed by an invisible force. He couldn’t use any power, and he 

couldn’t even open his space ring. Even if he used the eastern Emperor Bell just now, he couldn’t use it! 

Desperate situation! 

This was probably the most deadly situation Chen Xiaobei had ever encountered! 

He did not know who the enemy was! He did not know how strong the enemy was! He couldn’t use his 

Dharma Treasures! He was unable to exert any strength! 

… 

He had unknown! It was completely unsolvable! 



 

Chen Xiaobei could only wait for his death! 

In the end, he died with his eyes wide open! 

“Clang! 

The silver sword was pointed at Chen Xiaobei’s purple Qi Dharmakaya. 

In terms of speed and power, the power of this sword was probably at the peak true sage level. 

“There it is! I have a way to break out of this situation!” 

At this critical moment, Chen Xiaobei suddenly became excited. ” “My avatar is already at the peak of 

the true sage level! Use your special ability and we can break out of this!” 

Obviously, although the silver figure was extremely powerful, its strength was only at the peak of the 

true sage level! 

Chen Xiaobei had no choice but to face this head-on! 

If he gave it his all, he might have a chance of survival. Otherwise, he could only wait for death! 

“The celestial slaying sword Qi!” 

Chen Xiaobei conjured a black sword Qi! 

As expected, the invisible force around him was also at the pinnacle of true divine level. It could not seal 

Chen Xiaobei’s Dharmakaya power! 

“Go all out!” 

Chen Xiaobei used up all his mental power and activated his strongest attack! 
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 “Clang!!!” 

The celestial eradication sword Qi suddenly charged out and its power exploded to the peak true sage 

level. 

In the next moment, the black sword Qi and the silver sword shadow clashed head-on. The two were 

equally matched in strength and were in a stalemate in midair. 

However, the celestial eradication sword was, after all, the number one killing weapon in the heavenly 

Dao world! He could still gain some advantages in a battle of the same level. 

Gradually, the immortal-killing sword Qi began to gain the upper hand and suppressed the silvery sword 

shadow. 

However, despite the suppression, it was still impossible to determine the winner. 

It was clear that although the celestial eradication sword Qi was slightly better, the mercury-like sword 

shadow was definitely not weak. 
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“It’s over … I … I can’t hold on anymore …” 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei’s mental power was overdrawn after activating his strongest 

Dharmakaya ability. He felt as if his body had been hollowed out, and his head was spinning. He could 

not hold on any longer. 

Chen Xiaobei’s consciousness blurred, and he fell into a deep coma. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

 fortunately, the Silver Shadow and sword shadow did not have any more energy sources. 

Although the outcome of the battle was not clear, when the energy of the celestial eradication sword Qi 

was exhausted, the mercury-colored figure had also exhausted its energy and disappeared. 

Otherwise, even if the silver figure still had a little bit of energy left, Chen Xiaobei would still be dead. 

[ ding! Cundi has sent you a message! ] 

However, at this moment, his communication jade talisman suddenly rang. 

Not long after that, it continued to ring out. 

[ ding! Cundi has two messages for you! ] 

[ ding! Cundi has three messages for you! ] 

[ Daoist Cundi gives you … ] 

It seemed like something urgent had happened. Cundi had sent Chen more than ten messages in a short 

time. 

However, Chen Xiaobei was unconscious and could not see these messages. 

At the same time. 

In The Purple Cloud Palace of the 36-layer highest heaven, the heavenly Lord of the origin had asked for 

Hongjun’s permission to leave for a while. 

Obviously, this was all part of the heavenly Lord Yuanshi’s plan. 

He knew that there was a secret hidden in the green Lotus of reincarnation, so he purposely turned off 

the formation to lure Chen Xiaobei to get it. 

Now that he had left The Purple Cloud Palace, he would definitely go to Mount Buzhou to stop Chen 

Xiaobei. 

If he was alive, he wanted to see the person. If he was dead, he wanted to see the corpse! 

Although Taoist Cundi was burning with anxiety, he could do nothing but send a warning message in 

front of Hongjun. 

And this was another key point of the problem! 



 

If the heavenly Lord of the origin caught Chen Xiaobei, he would check Chen Xiaobei’s jade talisman and 

by then, Taoist Cundi would be exposed! 

With the heavenly Dao’s hatred for Chen Xiaobei, Taoist Cundi would definitely be deposed and locked 

up like sect leader Tongtian. He would be killed when the new Saint replaced him! 

There was no doubt that the situation was extremely serious now that it had developed to this point! 

Chen Xiaobei’s life was in danger, and it was even more difficult for Taoist Cundi to escape. If they went 

any further, everyone related to Chen Xiaobei would be found and killed. 

“Swish!” 

In the blink of an eye, the heavenly Lord Yuanshi had reached the peak of Mount Buzhou. 

It was still the same-the heavenly Lord of the origin was holding the Pangu banner in his left hand! He 

held the three treasure Jade Ruyi in his right hand! He stepped on the auspicious clouds! He was 

wearing the Bagua purple robe! 

He was fully armed and was going to crush Chen Xiaobei with his strongest combat power! 

He would not give Chen Xiaobei any chance to escape! 

But! 

At this moment, honored Lord of the Origin’s entire face was twisted as if he had just eaten shit. He was 

extremely depressed. 

There was no sign of Chen Xiaobei at the scene! 

At the same time, even the green Lotus of reincarnation had disappeared! 

“How could this be? How could this be?” 

Honored Lord of the origin felt that he was going crazy. He was furious and irascible, and he wanted to 

crush this space completely. 

“My plan was flawless! The heavenly path clone in the green Lotus of reincarnation had the power of a 

pinnacle true divine. How could it let Chen Xiaobei escape so easily? How is that possible?” 

The primeval Lord of heaven roared hysterically and was extremely flustered. 

He thought that he had Chen Xiaobei in the palm of his hand. 

When he reported to Hongjun, he even promised that he would not return to The Purple Cloud Palace 

until he captured Chen Xiaobei alive! 

Now it’s great! 

Not only did he fail to capture Chen Xiaobei, but the green Lotus of reincarnation was also missing! 

This was a typical case of trying to steal a chicken but losing the rice instead! 

The key was that the value of this handful of rice was unimaginable, so much so that he couldn’t bear it! 



 

After all, the five divine lotuses were the descendants of the green Lotus of chaos, and they all belonged 

to the ancestral Saint Pangu. 

… 

Logically speaking, the heavenly Dao should have destroyed the five divine lotuses long ago. 

But why were the five Saint lotuses preserved? 

The heavenly Dao wanted to control the five Saint lotuses. 

The green Lotus of reincarnation was the first target of the heavenly Dao. 

As early as when the green Lotus of reincarnation bloomed, the heavenly Dao had already fused one of 

his clones into the Lotus. 

Because the green Lotus of Samsara was extremely repulsed by the aura of the heavenly Dao, the 

heavenly Dao had strengthened this clone with a secret technique and basically eliminated the aura of 

the heavenly Dao. However, the price was that the power of the clone was greatly reduced. 

Otherwise, Chen Xiaobei would have died a long time ago. 

After billions of years, this heaven’s path clone had almost established a spiritual connection with the 

green Lotus of reincarnation. 

Because of this, when Chen Xiaobei was about to take the green Lotus of reincarnation, he realized that 

it already had an owner and could not be put into Chen Xiaobei’s infinite space ring! 

And this ‘master’ was naturally this weak clone of the heavenly Dao. 

Of course, the spiritual connection had not been fully established yet. So, the green Lotus of 

reincarnation still had a little bit of its own spirit. When it communicated with Chen Xiaobei, it sent out a 

panic signal for help. 

… 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not realize the danger at that time. 

At this moment. 

The green Lotus of reincarnation had disappeared without a trace. This meant that the weak clone of 

the heavenly Dao had been completely destroyed! 

In this way, the heavenly Dao’s billions of years of effort and expectations were instantly dashed! 

And this sin naturally had to be borne by the heavenly Lord Yuanshi! 

If the primeval Lord of heaven had caught Chen Xiaobei, then he could be considered to have atoned for 

his mistake. 

However, not only did the primeval Lord of heaven fail to capture Chen Xiaobei, he even lost the green 

Lotus of reincarnation! 

It was obvious that the heavenly Dao would punish the heavenly Lord Yuanshi heavily! 



 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi could never have imagined that his perfect plan would end up in such a stupid 

ending! 

This result was like an invisible slap to the face of the heavenly Lord of the origin! 

Instead, he had shot himself in the foot! 

He was simply stupid! 

“It’s over … It’s all over …” 

Honored Lord of the origin let out a wail of regret and couldn’t help but shout, ” “Chen Xiaobei! Where 

the hell did you go? How could you have escaped?” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3989: The Big Green Bull! 

 “Eh? ‘What … What is this place? I … How did I end up here?” 

Chen Xiaobei slowly opened his eyes. He did not know how long he had been unconscious, but he still 

felt dizzy and weak. 

In a daze, he saw snow-white auspicious clouds, soaring spiritual cranes, green pines, and spiritual 

water. 

Immortal realm? 

Compared to the chaotic heaven realm, this place could really be considered a paradise on earth. 

“Chi …” 

Just as Chen Xiaobei was in a daze, he heard a low and heavy bull’s cry from not too far away. 

Chen Xiaobei followed the sound and was shocked. 

From afar, a Big Green Bull was slowly walking towards them. 

The green Bull stepped on auspicious clouds and had golden horns. Its body exuded a faint primordial 

chaos holy light, and there seemed to be runes flashing on the surface of its skin. 

The Big Green Bull at the quasi-Sage level? 

What … What was this place? 

Chen Xiaobei could not figure it out. He even wondered if he had reached the heavenly Saint realm. 

“You’re awake?” 

The Big Green Bull walked closer to Chen Xiaobei and observed him carefully. 

“Uh … I … I’m awake …” He said. 

Chen Xiaobei asked, ” “You saved me, didn’t you? May I ask who you are? Also, what is this place?” 
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The Big Green Bull said slowly, ” “I am the Mount of the Grand Supreme elderly Lord. This is the 33rd 

layer of Red Heaven, the Grand Pure realm, the garden of the elderly Lord’s eight visions Palace!” 

” Grand … Grand Supreme elderly Lord!? ” 

” you … ” Chen Xiaobei was shocked. ” did the Grand Supreme elderly Lord order you to save me? ” 

“That’s right!” 

The Big Green Bull nodded and said, ” it’s also your good luck. The peak of Buzhou Mountain is close to 

our Dachi heaven. That’s why I could bring you back immediately. If I had been any later, you would 

have died! ” 

“Many thanks!” 

Chen Xiaobei thanked her and then asked, ” “Why did you save me? Wasn’t he loyal to the heavenly 

Dao? You should capture me and offer me to Hongjun!” 

“No! The elderly Lord has never been loyal to the heavenly Dao!” 

The great green Bull paused for a moment, then said very straightforwardly, ” “Old Lord is only afraid of 

death! Therefore, I had no choice but to pretend to be loyal to the heavenly Dao!” 

” afraid … Afraid of death!? ” Chen Xiaobei was a little embarrassed. 

The Grand Supreme elderly Lord was actually unable to avoid this custom, submitting to the heavenly 

Dao for the sake of his life. 

However, this was indeed the truth! 

Although it was awkward, it was very real! 

The Grand Supreme elderly Lord had always been like this. As long as he could live a peaceful life, he 

would not fight, fight, or calculate. 

As for the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation, Taishang Laojun helped heavenly Lord Yuanshi, 

most likely it was the instructions of the way of heaven, and Taishang Laojun had to follow. 

“Since the elderly Lord is afraid of death, then all the more he shouldn’t have saved me. If this matter is 

exposed, he will definitely die!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

Clearly, Chen Xiaobei had always been a person who valued relationships. 

Therefore, everyone knew his character very well! 

Even though sometimes being loyal to his friends would cause Chen Xiaobei to suffer some losses or 

even put him in danger, when it came to a critical moment, this kind of character could save his life! 

Just like now. 

If not for the fact that Taishang Laojun trusted Chen Xiaobei’s loyalty and would not have saved him, 

Chen Xiaobei would have long become the heavenly Lord Yuanshi’s prisoner. 

This was a typical example of ‘do good, but not ask for your future’! 



 

When Chen Xiaobei was loyal, he did not have any ulterior motives. But this personality of his could help 

him in the future. 

“Of course I won’t betray the elderly Lord!” 

“But I don’t believe that the elderly Lord would save me for no reason!” Chen Xiaobei said. Tell me, what 

is his goal and scheme?” 

There was no such thing as a free lunch in this world. 

Moreover, Taishang Laojun was a person who was so afraid of death that he would not help Chen 

Xiaobei for no reason. 

Since Taishang Laojun had a request, Chen Xiaobei would try his best to fulfill it to repay the favor of 

saving his life. 

“You’re smart!” 

The Big Green Bull directly said,”a few days ago, Lu Dongbin informed the elderly Lord about the deal 

with you!” He said you would cripple jieyin! The elderly Lord has also calculated that jieyin will face a 

Great Tribulation in the near future!” 

“Understood!” 

Chen Xiaobei was smart enough to immediately understand Taishang Laojun’s intention. ” “The elderly 

Lord felt that the Great Tribulation of jieyin was related to me, so he saved me to ensure that the Great 

Tribulation would come true!” 

“That’s right!” 

The Big Green Bull nodded and said with certainty, ” in recent years, the Western religious sect has been 

growing stronger and stronger. Jieyin is even more ambitious. They’ve even been plotting against you 

and even want to replace you! ” In order to protect himself, the elderly Lord does not wish for jieyin to 

continue developing!” 

“I understand!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded. ” don’t worry. I’ve already prepared my plan to deal with jieyin. I’m confident that 

I can cripple him. I won’t let you down! ” 

“Yes, the elderly Lord said that if you can really do it, he will agree to Lu Dongbin’s deal with you!” The 

Big Green Bull said. 

… 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei could use the Asura nether prison sword to exchange for the body of the 

Grand Wizard, Qiang Liang, and himself. 

This was the tenth body of the witch that Chen Xiaobei had obtained. 

“Then, did the elderly Lord say what it would take for you to give me the Grand Wizard Tian Wu and his 

body? Chen Xiaobei asked. 



 

The ancestor of sorcery, Tian Wu, was the reincarnation of the Grand Supreme elderly Lord. 

Before that, Chen Xiaobei had no way to save Tian Wu. 

And now that he had finally met the Grand Supreme elderly Lord, Chen Xiaobei had to test him. 

” the elderly Lord said that I can’t hand Tian Wu over to you! ” 

The Big Green Bull said, ” because the heavenly axiom knows that you can’t win against the elderly Lord. 

If Tian Wu is handed over to you, the heavenly axiom will definitely suspect that the elderly Lord is going 

easy on you. At that time, you will be in trouble! ” 

“This …” 

Chen Xiaobei was a little depressed but he would not give up. ” ” so, you mean that if I can defeat the 

elderly Lord, he will hand over Tian Wu? ” 

“Hmm … You can say that!” 

… 

The Big Green Bull nodded and said, ” if you really have the ability to defeat the elderly Lord, you can 

threaten him with your life. The elderly Lord will definitely hand over Tian Wu and his body. At that 

time, the heavenly Dao will only blame the elderly Lord for losing the battle. It will not suspect that the 

elderly Lord has gone easy on you. There will not be a big problem then! ” 

” I understand now … ” Chen Xiaobei sighed. 

Although he had found a way to save Tian Wu, it was not easy to defeat the Grand Supreme elderly 

Lord. 

One must know that even a fully armed heavenly Lord Yuanshi could not hurt Taishang Laojun! 

“Unless I can activate the power of a Saint King, I can’t defeat the Grand Supreme elderly Lord …” 

Chen Xiaobei felt helpless. 

Chen Xiaobei quickly asked, ” “Oh right! Where is the green Lotus of reincarnation?” 

“Don’t worry!” 

“I’ve already helped you keep the green Lotus of reincarnation in your space ring. You can check it 

yourself!” The Big Green Bull said indifferently. 

“Many thanks!” 

 that’s great!  Chen Xiaobei was overjoyed.  after obtaining the green Lotus of reincarnation, all five 

divine lotuses will be mine!  Perhaps, I have a way to defeat the elderly Lord!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3990: Duping! 

 “What? You have a way to defeat the elderly Lord? This … How is this possible?” 
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The Big Green Bull was the Taishang Laojun’s Mount, so he was very clear about the Taishang Laojun’s 

strength. 

Below the Saint King, Taishang Laojun had the strongest defensive Saint weapon, the Tai Chi diagram! 

And the second strongest peak defensive Saint artifact, the exquisite Pagoda of heaven and earth! 

Even if Taishang Laojun could not defeat heavenly Lord Yuanshi, heavenly Lord Yuanshi could not hurt 

Taishang Laojun either. 

From this, it could be seen that anyone below Hongjun could at most be on par with Taishang Laojun, 

and absolutely could not defeat him. 

It could even be said without exaggeration that the Grand Supreme elderly Lord was the number one 

life-saving person below the Saint King. 

But, what about Chen Xiaobei? 

If not for the Big Green bull’s help, Chen Xiaobei would not even know how he died! 

You still want to defeat the Grand Supreme elderly Lord? 

It was simply a fool’s dream! 

The Big Green Bull would never believe it anyway. 

“Senior Green Bull, you don’t have to worry. Indeed, I can’t defeat the elderly Lord now! However, I’ve 

already found a way. Given time, I’ll definitely be able to do it!” 

Chen Xiaobei was very confident. 

This was because, back then, the ancestral Saint Pangu had used the chaotic Green Lotus to enter the 

otherworldly Saint realm. Only then did he possess the strength to fight the heavenly Dao. 

When the heaven-killing Purple Lotus bloomed, the five Saint lotuses would have an effect similar to the 

chaos Green Lotus. 

By then, Chen Xiaobei would be able to go to the heavenly Saint realm. 

By following in ancestral Saint Pangu’s footsteps and rapidly improving his strength, it was only a matter 

of time before he defeated the Grand Supreme elderly Lord. 

“Well, since you have a way, then go ahead and do it!” “In any case, I only want to save my life. I don’t 

care about anything else!” The great green Bull said. 

“Understood!” 

” yes! ” Chen Xiaobei nodded. ” I can promise you that from now on, whether I can defeat the heavenly 

axiom or not, I will never do anything to threaten your life! ” 

“Yes, I believe in your character!” 

“Since you’re already here, why don’t you make a trip to the 34th level of Yu Yu heaven, the Shangqing 

realm!” The Big Green Bull thought for a while and said. 



 

“Yu Yu heavenly clarity realm? A place my master controls?” Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. 

“Yeah!” 

The Big Green Bull nodded and said,”ever since the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation, the prime 

of Tongtian has never returned to Yuyu’s heavenly clear realm!” In the eyes of others, that place is 

already an abandoned ruin!” 

” however, the prime of Tongtian is wise and wise. He might have some hidden plans in the Yuyu 

heavenly purity realm! ” 

” the opposite!? ” 

” that’s right! ” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up. ” everyone thinks that Yuyu heavenly purity realm is an 

abandoned ruin. My Sifu might have some secrets hidden in there! ” 

” let’s go and have a look. Even if there’s no surprise, we can still feel the aura of the Jie sect! ” The Big 

Green Bull said. 

“Thank you for your guidance, Senior Green Bull!” 

“But before I go to Yu Yu heaven, I have to fulfill my promise!” It’s good to let the elderly Lord know that 

he didn’t help me in vain!” 

“What promise?” The Big Green Bull was slightly startled. 

“Cripple jieyin!” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed. 

” this … ” the Big Green Bull was dumbfounded and said awkwardly, ” “I … I’ll wait and see!” 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei took out his communication jade talisman and contacted the heavenly Lord Yuanshi. 

Chen Xiaobei: It’s time for me to think! I don’t want the green Lotus of reincarnation! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,”what!” You’re still acting? Didn’t you already take the green Lotus of 

reincarnation? (Extremely angry) 

Chen Xiaobei: What are you saying? I didn’t go to Buzhou Mountain! How could he get the green Lotus 

of reincarnation? 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,”what?” You didn’t go to Buzhou Mountain? 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei had multiple seals protecting him, so the primeval Lord of heaven could not 

predict his movements. 

Therefore, when Chen Xiaobei said that he did not go to Mount Buzhou, the primeval Lord of heaven 

could not be sure of the truth. 

Chen Xiaobei,”I didn’t go!” I’ve thought about it, and I still don’t dare to completely trust you! What if 

you set me up? then wouldn’t I be dead? 



 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had already fallen into the heavenly Lord Yuanshi’s trap. If not for the Big Green 

Bull, Chen Xiaobei would have been dead. 

But now, Chen Xiaobei still had to do business with the heavenly Lord Yuanshi and use him to cripple 

jieyin. 

Therefore, Chen Xiaobei could only lie that he did not go to Mount Buzhou. This way, he would not have 

to fall out with the heavenly Lord Yuanshi and could continue to cooperate. 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,”if you didn’t take the green Lotus of reincarnation, who else could have done 

it?” 

Chen Xiaobei: The green Lotus of reincarnation had been taken away? Did you really turn off the 

protective magical formation, and someone took advantage of it? (Super surprised) 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,”you … I …” 

Chen Xiaobei’s acting skills were superb. The heavenly Lord Yuanshi was dumbfounded by this series of 

actions. 

First of all, with Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation, if he were to go to the green Lotus of reincarnation, he would 

definitely be injured or even killed by the heavenly way clone! 

But now, Chen Xiaobei was perfectly fine. 

This was enough to prove that Chen Xiaobei really did not go to Mount Buzhou. 

Secondly, to trick Chen Xiaobei, the heavenly Lord Yuanshi had really turned off the protective magical 

formation. 

… 

In this way, it was really possible that a third party would take advantage of the situation and snatch the 

green Lotus of reincarnation. 

[ actually, you don’t have to worry about it! ] In the Three Realms, the number of people who had the 

ability to take advantage of the situation could be counted on one’s fingers! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi said,”you’re right!” Those who had the ability to take away the green Lotus of 

reincarnation were at least peak true saints or had peak Saint weapons! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi-Dao ancestor! Elderly Lord! Cundi! They were all in The Purple Cloud Palace! It 

was impossible that they were the ones who took the green Lotus of reincarnation! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” so, the escort is gone? ” 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,”yes!” The only thing missing was jieyin! Not long ago, Ksitigarbha United the 

land, and I just gave him infinite merit! Jieyin had specially asked for Dao ancestor’s decree to go to the 

earth realm, saying that he would help Ksitigarbha achieve Dao and become a saint! 

Chen Xiaobei: The person who had stolen the green Lotus of Samsara was jieyin! 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi: This might not be the case! (Intelligence Online) 



 

Honored Lord of the origin thought,”although jieyin doesn’t have an alibi, he doesn’t have a motive to 

commit the crime!” It would be meaningless for him to get the green Lotus of reincarnation. On the 

contrary, he would anger the heavenly Dao! Wasn’t this just asking for trouble? 

Chen Xiaobei thought,’perhaps jieyin is like mo Luo Wutian. He wants to go against the heavens and 

replace the heavenly Dao to become the Supreme ruler of the great thousand world!’ 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi,”this … This this this …” 

… 

Chen Xiaobei: Jieyin’s ambition is so great, you should know it better than me! 

Chen Xiaobei: ” if you’re willing to do business with me, I can even tell you some super big secrets! ” 

Heavenly Lord Yuanshi asked!”what secret!” (Bewildered) 

[ Chen Xiaobei: receive the secret of defying the heavens and the Dao! ] 


